In addition to a library of leveled books, Reading A-Z also has...

1. **Close Reading Passages**
   Resources to teach 21st century skills, including critical thinking, collaboration, and communication.
   Located under the Resources tab > Focused Instruction > Close Read Passages

2. **Project-Based Learning Packs**
   Everything you need to implement Project-Based Learning, including reading and activity resources, lesson plans, and helpful tips.
   Located under the Resources tab > Focused Instruction > Project-Based Learning

3. **Paired Books**
   Fiction-nonfiction, fiction-fiction, and nonfiction-nonfiction resource pairings that enhance cross-text connections and promote higher-order thinking.
   Located under Resources tab > Focused Instruction > Paired Books

4. **Comprehension Skill Packs**
   Standards-aligned lesson plans for explicit instruction of key comprehension skills.
   Located under the Resources tab > Focused Instruction > Comprehension

5. **Shared Reading Books**
   Resources to support a balanced literacy instructional approach by modeling close reading, text-dependent questioning, and strategies for answering questions.
   Located under the Resources tab > Focused Instruction > Shared Reading
6. **Reader’s Theater Scripts**

Highly engaging activities that give students essential practice in oral reading fluency and provide opportunities for group interaction and student cooperation.

Located under the Resources tab > Foundational Skills > Reader’s Theater Scripts

7. **Projectable Tools**

A collection of instructional annotation tools designed to increase student engagement and encourage close reading.

Available with every projectable resource on Reading A-Z

8. **Multilevel Books**

Fiction and nonfiction texts that support students by providing the same content at multiple reading levels.

Located under the Resources tab > Leveled Texts > All Leveled Books > Filter by “In Multilevel Set”

9. **Tutoring and Mentoring Packs**

Developmentally appropriate resources that target six instructional categories: alphabet, phonological awareness, phonics, high-frequency words, fluency, and comprehension.

Located under the Resources tab > Focused Instruction > Tutoring & Mentoring

10. **Spanish Resources**

Thousands of Spanish resources, including leveled books, authentic texts, close reading packs, and foundational materials to support students in bilingual and dual-language programs.

Located under the Resources tab > Spanish

---

Learning A-Z is a leading education technology company dedicated to improving literacy and providing the support teachers need. Each of our products comes with complimentary training and support services. Contact us at sales@learninga-z.com or 866-889-3731 to learn more.